
Krisis Flood Bag Multi Bag Bundle

WTR3103 For 638.58 cu. ft. of Equipment or
Furniture Items,1 each

Protect electronics, furniture and more from
disastrous floodwaters with these heat-sealed
watertight dry bags in a variety of sizes.

Contains a combination of portable, standard-
and super-sized bags

-

Portable Krisis Flood Bag protects small items,
including electronics

-

Standard-sized Krisis Flood Bag protects small
to larger equipment, furniture and more

-

Super-sized Krisis Flood Bag protects medium
or large equipment, furniture and more

-

Completely impermeable to water intrusion-
Tested for up to one month underwater at 3 ft.
depth; watertight to international standard IPX8;
MIL-STD-810G (Military Grade certified)

-

Bright color makes bag easier to spot after
disaster

-

Additional PVC sheet reinforces inside bottom
of bag to support heavy objects and prevent
puncture; can also be used as barrier when
moving equipment/furniture into bag

-

Heavy-duty PVC, watertight material; similar to
portable water tanks and inflatable boats

-

Zippers remain watertight even when bag is
fully submerged

-

Joins are heat-sealed instead of stitched-
Anchor points enable securing of bag during
flood; anchors are sewn onto separate PVC
and attached with heat welding to maintain
watertightness of main compartment

-

Convenient carry handles sewn onto separate
heat-welded PVC are proven to maintain
strength

-

Compact folded design allows for easy storage-

Specifications

Use With 638.58 cu. ft. of Equipment or Furniture Items

Brand Krisis Protection

UV Resistant No

Sold as 1 each



Weight 156.61 lbs.

Composition PVC

Color Orange

Includes

1 - 19.7" W x 19.7" L  x 19.7" H Krisis Flood Bag® Portable

Bag (WTR3100)

2 - 59" W x 79.7" L  x 59" H Krisis Flood Bag® Standard Bag

(WTR3101)

1 - 78" W x 118" L  x 59" H Krisis Flood Bag® Super Sized

Bag (WTR3102)

UNSPSC 24121502

Pigalog® Page Number Page N19

Metric Equivalent

Weight 71 kg

Technical Information

USOnly

This product can ONLY be shipped to the United States.

Technical Documents

Guidelines for Long-term Product Storage Krisis Flood Bags

http://www.pigalog.com/?PageLabel=N19
https://newpig.scene7.com/is/content/NewPig/pdfs/INST_WTR3011_WTR3102_WTR3105.pdf

